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Unsung heroes: A short voyage into recent history | Hubertus Knabe | TEDxVilnius

{youtube}0MesKbTEeHo{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MesKbTEeHo

Dr John Hall Interview : Gangstalking, Surveillance, Targeted Individuals, Crimes

{youtube}cmNOuRKINJ4{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmNOuRKINJ4

Putin’s Spy Games, Suspicious “Suicides,” and Creative Murders

{youtube}u3P21c4oTyA{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3P21c4oTyA
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They will be hunted down like wild beasts and destroyed (+PS2)

Putin on the road to psychotronic war

Daniel Salgar Antolinez

(El Spectador, Colombia, http://www.elespectador.com/impreso/internacional/articulo-364160putin-guerra-psicotronica
)

Weapons that attack by waves and leave no traces will decide armed conflicts after the nuclear
age.

The development of psychotronic weapons - wave devices controlling thoughts, feelings and
behaviour of human beings - has remained hidden for over five decades. There is a
disproportionate amount of speculative information about those weapons and many think it is
pure science fiction. But recently, Russian President Vladimir Putin endorsed his psychotronic
weapons program, suggesting that their development has not been stopped and that Russia is
preparing for future wars. It's hard to believe that the other powers do not.

Together with his Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov Putin said that "the military capability of
a country in space or information countermeasures, especially in cyberspace, will play a great, if
not decisive, role in determining the nature of an armed conflict. In the more distant future,
weapons systems based on new principles (beam, geophysical, wave, genetic, psychophysical
and other technology) will be developed. All this will, in addition to nuclear weapons, provide
entirely new instruments for achieving political and strategic goals".
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The president also said that these weapons will be comparable in effect to nuclear weapons,
but "will be more acceptable in terms of military and political ideology" http://premier.gov.ru/eng
/events/news/18185/.
Serdyukov added that Moscow will create an advanced military research agency similar to the
Pentagon’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The announcement was
made in the proposals for weapons to be included in the next military investment program of the
Russian state. Putin had earlier announced that it would spend U.S. $ 770,000 million in military
development for a decade (AFP).

[ https://psychophysical-torture.de.tl/Putin-%26-psychotronic-war.htm ]

Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen-Kilde dead, probably murdered Update 10.2.

Monday, 09 February 2015 11:22

Yesterday medical Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen-Kilde died in her homeland Finland by severe
cancer all over her body, her Finnish cousin told White TV today. White TVs Dr. Henning Witte
talked to Rauni about ten days ago on telephone in Finland, not knowing it was the last time.
She complained about that she suddenly got cancer as a result of beaming technology, mind
control scalar waves. Her complications got so severe that she was forced to leave her home in
Norway to a hospital in Finland, where her caring cousin is living.

Rauni Kilde complained over the rude manner of the Norwegian ambulance and that they
refused her choice of Norwegian hospital, and over the doctor at the wrong hospital, which
wanted to give her morphine against her will. She was allergic against morphine, which she told
the doctor. She said to her friend Elisabeth Nyström Barringer that she was afraid, that the
Norwegian hospital would kill her, and that she was better in the Finnish hospital and out of
danger for her life.

During the last week it was not possible to talk to Rauni any longer and the doctors indicated
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death.

Here one of her last emails to a friend sent 14th January 2015:

Thank you XXX,I was badly attacked 17-18.decwith psychotronicweaponslayng at the floor with
EXTREME pains until after midnight I had to call an ambulance 19th to go to hospital where
malpractice started from first minute,male dr hit my right kidney so hard that My urine
wasbloody the next day, for three daysfemale dr did not touch meAT ALL, I had said it all comes
from beaming-she said noone will believe you-I said insiders doEven my heart was not listened
to...she stood 2-3meters away from me all three days until I said Iwant to go home and did I
have a seriousillness now which they have caused with radiation and it was now activated After
some bedrest I got assistance to travel with wheelchair to Finland where I will have all tests
redoneFinland is not a NATO country having to follow USorders and it is right now much better
for me to be here and go tohospital here.In addition my old cat dissappeared and at nightI got a
flash vision they hit and smashed her skull with some wooden blanck...Even if they tried
toeliminate me-by giving 2 times an injection i was allergic to I WILL SURVIVE says my
automatic writing even to be able to perform later.. But it takes time,I am totally out of energy
still,mostly in bed all days..Please DONOT sperad the wordbut if you kow any healers I would
appreciate to get their help because I try to get better ONLY with altrnative methods and if it
would succeed it would be a medical miracle showing the power of thought and
healing.Geetings to YYYYYY,too Love and light Rauni

Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen-Kilde was very well known all over the world for her enlightening on
the topics reincarnation, ufos and mind control. She taught that we must not fear death because
there is no real death, only that the astral body and the soul leave the human body. She knew
because she had out of body experiences.

She was a very courageous woman and suffered from many attempts to her life and
harassment of all kinds, especially electronic harassment. The dark forces did not like her
eye-opening work for humanity.

Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen-Kilde with Elisabeth Nyström Barringer at the first world conference
on mind control in Brussels 20th November 2014 (photo Henning Witte)
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When Henning Witte met Rauni Kilde personally the last time on the Covert Harassment
Conference in Brussels the 20th November 2014 she was very fit and healthy. No sign of illness
especially no cancer; take a look to her body language in the video below when she was giving
her last speech on chips in mind control.

Rauni and Henning sat together with ti Magnus Olsson on the board of EUCACH, the first
association for European targeted individuals (ti), victims of electronic harassment, mind control.
The dark forces had severely pushed for an other candidate to join the EUCACH board in order
to control it, but Rauni Kilde and Henning Witte stand firm. Here could be a reason to murder
her to open the way for puppets of the dark side, as they did with all the other mind control
groups, especially the German one.

A second reason to kill Rauni Kilde could be her last book. She had complained about problems
with her publisher, which caused a severe delay of the book. We can only hope it will be
published in a way that Rauni wanted. She was the only author.

The death of Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen-Kilde is a huge loss for humanity, because no one
combined so much knowledge and pedagogical skills as she to explain the most secret topics of
the world.

Rauni we miss you terribly! Thank you for all your efforts and gifts to all of us! You really made a
difference! See you soon!

Svensk översättning av det här inslaget hittar ni hos Yrsa Häggströms viktiga sida Bakom
Kulisserna:

http://www.bakom-kulisserna.biz/news/dr-rauni-leena-luukanen-kilde-dod-sannolikt-mordad-drrauni-leena-luukanen-kilde-dod-sannolikt-mordad-/

Watch at White TV: Dr. Rauni Kilde on chips in Mind Control;
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Läkaren Dr. Rauni Kilde förklarar Mind Control;

Världens första Mind Control konferens i Bryssel;

Ny europeisk förening för targeted individuals/Mind Control: EUCACH;

USA misstänks mördad Hugo Chavez då cancer kan induceras med strålningsvapen;

Source: http://www.whitetv.se/mind-control-mk-ultra/1149-dr-rauni-leena-luukanen-kilde-deadprobably-murdered.html

They will be hunted down like wild beasts and destroyed

Source: https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1462352042000225949?src=recsys&am
p;journalCode=cjgr20

Genocide of indigenous peoples

According to David Maybury-Lewis, imperial and colonial forms of genocide are enacted in two
main ways, either through the deliberate clearing of territories of their original inhabitants in
order to make them exploitable for purposes of resource extraction or colonial settlements, or
through enlisting indigenous peoples as forced laborers in colonial or imperialist projects of
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resource extraction.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genocide_of_indigenous_peoples

U.S. Settler-Colonialism and Genocide Policies against Native Americans

By Dr. Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz

Historian

Settler-colonialism requires violence or the threat of violence to attain its goals, which then
forms the foundation of the United States’ system. People do not hand over their land,
resources, children, and futures without a fight, and that fight is met with violence. In employing
the force necessary to accomplish its expansionist goals, a colonizing regime institutionalizes
violence.

Source: http://brewminate.com/u-s-settler-colonialism-and-genocide-policies-against-native-am
ericans/

Settler-colonialism, by definition, enlists “drugged and maddened from opiates beforehand”
criminals in order to destroy, initially, the indigenous natural leaderships and then, the entire
indigenous populations.
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Non-conventional weapons, like the directed-energy (microwave), chemical/biological,
“psychiatry”, mass media, gang-stalking, etc. are, currently, being used by the contemporary
settler-colonialism in order to destroy every aspect of the existing anti-colonialism activists’ lives
or in order to assassinate them.

Within context, the lawful and arbitrarily designated by the settler-colonizers as
“targeted-individuals” we are facing so extreme issues of personal security that, in certain
occasions, we might avoid social contact even with our own beloved ones, in order to protect
them.

Too many, innocent, honest, kind and patriotic people has destroyed/assassinated the
contemporary settler-colonialism.

The first three steps of the way towards freedom, for me, they are the followings:

1. establishment of telecommunication channels which they do not produce meta-data, e.g.
analog/digital Citizen Band Radio.

2. securing unadulterated supplies of, water, food and beverages.

3. identifying, protecting and supporting, the members of the indigenous leadership.

The complete genocide of the Tasmanians was perpetrated by monstrous criminals; therefore,
monstrous criminals are not an imaginary part of our human kind. And such criminals, they have
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migrated the State services, the social institutions and the mass media (as in the U.S.-licenced
ones), of certain countries.

I wish no human being to ever have to face these monstrous criminals, as my family and myself
did, during the past fifty years.

Christos Boumpoulis

economist

P.S.:

1. I wish to urge my friends to believe, in their own intuition and that, sometimes miracles
happen.

2. The title refers to the British orders against the indigenous Tasmanians. The contemporary
settler-colonizes, sooner or later, shall have to realize that, they should integrate exclusively
with those which share their civilization and to leave all the rest Nations to live in peace.

NENA | Wunder gescheh'n (Live von der "Nichts Versäumt" Tour 2018) (HD)
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{youtube}FZXMVlwUSVE{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZXMVlwUSVE
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